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FOREWORD

On behalf of Postgraduate Program on Linguistics, Faculty of Humanities and the Linguistics
Society of Indonesia (MLI) Unand Chapter, we are greatly honoured and pleased to welcome all
the kelmote speakers and participants of the 2nd International Seminar on Linguistics (ISOL-2),
2015.

ISOL is a bineai international seminar held by the Linguistics Graduate Program of
Faculty of Humanity, Andalas University in colloboration with the Linguistic
Society of Indonesia (MLI), Unand Chapter. ISOL aims to provide a discussion platfonn
for linguists and language observers accross Indonesia. Its main objective is to enhance the
exchange of research and new approaches in- language studies. The seminar is open to
interested people from outside of Indonesia.

The theme of the 2nd ISOL is Language and Civilization. Civilization is the process by which a
society or place reaches an advanced stage of social development and organization. It is also
defined as the society, culture, and way of life of a particular area. Over time, the word
civilization has come to imply something beyond organization. It refers to a particular shared
way of thinking about the world as well as a reflection on that world in art, literature, drama and
a host of other cultural happenings. Language is itself a social construct - a component of social
reality. Thus, like all social constructs and conventions, it can be changed.

A civilization is any complex state society which is characterized by urban developrnent, social
stratification, sylbolic cotlmunication fonns and a perceived separation from and domination
over the natural environment. To advance civilization is to construct a new social reality which
elrerges through language. in other words, social reality is the operational expressior.r of words
and the meanings of them that society has agreed upon. Language is itself a social construct a
component of social reality. Thus, like all social constructs and conventions, it can be changed.
This serninar airns at facilitating diverse dialogues among scientists, liuguists and scholars from
different backgrounds about language as a social construct as well a tool to understan<l social
reality.

We would like to express our deep $atitude to the serninar key note speakers Prof. Dr. Jarnes T.
Collins from The lnstitute of Ethnic Studies, The National University Malaysia (UKM), Dr.
Suryadi, from the Southeast Asean Studies, Leiden University, the Netherland. and Tirn
McKinnon, from Delaware University, USA, and Dr. Khatrina Soekamto, Chief of Linzuistics
Society of lndonesia and Prof. Nadra. MS, the Director of Postgraduare Program of Linzuistics,
Faculty of Humanities, Andalas University..

We are very grateful to the Mayor of Padang, Ir. H. Mahyeldi. S.P. for his grear suppon ro rhe
seminar and for welcoming all the seminar participants at his place in an opening i"."-u.ty.
Our gratitude also goes to the Rector of Andalas Universitr-. rhe Dean of Faculn of Humanities
and our sponsors AIFIS Jakarta, PT. Semen Lndanlne Padang: PT-Bank B\I and Bank
Mandiri.

Th-rnJk 1..u-
CFr:i,-pei-=on

Dr. Rirr lhrrite AS,IIA
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PROMOTING MANDARIN CHINESE LEARI{ING
FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL STUDENTS THROUGH

ONLINE COMICS AND COLLABORATIVE
LEARNING

Nuning Catur Sri Wilujeng
Yogyakarla State UniversitY

nuning@unY.ac.id

ABSTRACT

MqncJarin Chinese is populor and becoming the firstforeign language to learn' There are-more

ancl more schools offeringManclarin Chiies" i, o subiect. Online learning is inevitable in

languctge learning o, ,, ,oirrrquence of technologt development in the world' Online comics are

an exomple of online apps in iorguogl learning ihut suits yoLt\q learners' Collaborative activity

tends to be the most ptromising"moiet in hn[uage learning.-The 
-oims 

of this research were to

develop Manclarin Chinese teirning throughirtlru comics for elementaty school students and

ro intestigate stuclents experience l, npptyirg online and collabora-tit'e learning' Three clqsses

porticipalecl the resectrch control grottp who created comics withottt internet resoLtrces; 4n

inrliyidual o,line grottp who creatid oiliry comics inclivichtally; qnd a collqborative leartting

grottp trlto crecttecl ottlitte cc,mics coilubot'trtit'ely. Tl'te tlesign of the sntdy wos based on the

quasi erperintettt. The ntixetl ttrethotl x'tts ctppliei to c,"crly'n clcttq' The restlt of the study shows

rhut online co,tics tttttl cctlluborcrtit,e learning actit'itiesdevelop ,sltrclents 
in Manclat'in Chirtese

throttgh tlle ct.e,tiotl o1 ,onrirs. Based on thJ qttestiorutcrire ancl inten'iew, students stuted that

,o,r',iis were ttsefttl jbr thent in leornirtg Mundarin Chinese'

Keyn,ords: online comics, Mandarin Chinese, collaborative learning, technology erlhanced

language learning (TELL)

I.INTRODUCTION

As the rnost widely spoken language in the world, Mandarin Chinese is an increasingly

popularlanguagetoleamandithasthelargestnumberofpeoplewhospeakitastheirfirst
language. Lofholm (2012) states that ManJarin Chinese is becoming the first choice of a

growing number of second language learners. Furthermore, she adds that teaching Mandarin

Chinese is ranging no* p.i-u[ lJvel schoois to university and private language enterprises'

Since then, some programs in learning Mandarin Chinese are popping up abundantly such as

immersion, online learning, Chinese language clubs, etc. Mor"ou"t, some schools added

Mandarin Chinese into K-li and start offering Mandarin Chine_se.Kindergarten'

According to the Indonesian history, Jin"" the 1900s Chinese-Indonesians in Indonesia

started opening chinese schools (Kwartanada,2007). wen (1997) adds that there were inore

tiran 620 Chinese schools in Indonesia between tqOS ana 1966' Unfortunately' due to the

political problems, most of those schools were forced to close tnl96'7-1968'In 1998 was the

resurrection year lbr Mandarin Chinese teaching in Indonesia after being prohibited for 30

I'ears. Government's policy allowedchinese-Indonesians to acquire chinese names and learn

and speak Mandarin Ct in!r", therefore, since then tnany schools began to teach Mandarin

Chinese as an extracurricular subject (Sutami, 2007)'

Following the reform era in 1998, new policies toward the teaching Mandarin Chinese

were implemented. A number of private muhilingual schools were established in Indonesia'

National school of Budi Utama is one of these multilingual schools where three languages

(Indonesian, English, and Mandarin) are used daily as the ianguages of instruction' Established
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in2007, this is the only multi-language school in Yogyakarla, Indonesia (Wilujeng, 2014).
Budi Utama Multilingual School offers Mandarin Chinese from Kindergarten uo

Secondary school. Presently, grade 8 is the highest grade in that school. The students fron graiic
5 who participated in this research have high competence in both pronunciation and speakine
According to the interview with one of the local teachers, some of the students have alreadr
achieved level 3 on the Youth Chinese Test (YCT). The school supports the students to take rhr
Chinese proficiency test which is an internationally standardized test launched by Hanbrn
National Office for Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language (NOTCFL) in Mainland China,
YCT is directed at examining non-native primary and secondary school students' capabiliq-m
applying Chinese language in their studies, personal lives, and work (Wilujeng, 2014). T-nrs
would mean that the students already have acquired more than 300 words and characters in thern
vocabulary (Hanban, 2010). Somehow, the students still have some difficulties in dictation aqd
writing Chinele characters, particularly because these students have been accustomed to rvriti::g
in pinyin. These students may attempt to apply techniques used when they were brought rry
learning the Indonesian language, which is written using the Latin alphabet. Therefore, studens
find it difficult to write Chinese characters (Cook,2003; Jiang,2008). Since the school ua*
provided with some of computers, the use of technology to enhance language learninE
especially in writing Chinese characters can potentially improve their ability (Zhao,2003).

Children are different from adults in the way theythink and leam. These differen.-Er
evolve over time. Clark (2000), states that comics have positive effects on students. Comics ncn
only engage our attention and serve as enteftainment but also present information in a no*
threatening manner. Rule and Auge (2005) shows that students who learn using comics achierr
higher test scores and can provide examples of rvhy they enjoy learning in this manner.

Nowadays, young children are surounded with technology at school, at horne, in the:
comrnunity, and increasingly in tbreign language education. According to New Nlei:r
Consortium (NMC) Horizon Repofi (2012), the workplace is increasingiy collabolative, u'hi::
subsequently leads to changes in the r'vay student projects are stl-uctured. Therefore. rhc
education paradigms are shifting to include online leaming and collaborative rnodels. As r
result there will be a new emphasis on more challenge-based and active learning in classroorns-
especially in language leaming subjects.This paper will talk about the development of Mandarin
Chinese competence by operating online comic creation and students'experience rvith onlin:
comic creation and collaborating activity.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Mandarin Chinese Teaching in Indonesia
To most of Indonesian learners, Mandarin Chinese stands as a foreign language and plar:

no major role in the community and it is primarily leamt only in the classroom (Alwi&Sugono.
2003). Therefore, Mandarin Chinese teaching in Indonesia is for mastery and use of tp
language, parlicularly in acquiring science and technology to enable the Jndonesians in
competing in the free global era. In other words, we learn Mandarin Chinese in order to be able
to communicate with other people in the world who use that language such as people from the
People's Republic of china, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia and many more (Sutami,2007).

Today the elementary and high schools in Indonesia adopt the Curriculum of 2006 or
School-Based Curriculurn (SBC) and the Curriculurn of 2013. In both curricula Mandarin
Chinese stands in Group BTable I (SBC, 2006:17) and Table 2 (KpK,2013:3). In Table I
Mandarin Chinese belongs tothe local content in foreign language other than English (Group B).
while in Table 2 it is integrated into the Culture and Art Crafts (Group B) The integratir-e
thematic learning is implemented in both the 2006 and 2013 curriculum.

Table l. S"h""l-B"t"a C"rrl
Grade and Time AllocationComponents
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A. Subject
Religion Education
Citizenship Education
Indonesian Language
Mathematics
Natural Science
Social Science
Fine Arts and Arts Skill
Soort and Health Education

B. Local Content
Local Language
Foreign Language Other than English

ish Language

C. SeliDevelopment
Boy Scout

Comouter

I
I

Total 26 27 28 36

Table2. Curriculum 2013 for Elementary School

Subiects Time Duration of Leaming in a Week
IIIIIIIVVVI

Group A
Religion and Moral Education
Pancasila and Citizenship Education

Indonesian Language
Mathematics
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Group B
Culture and Arts Crafts

4
5

8

5

4
5

9
6

4
6

10

6

4
4
1

6
J

J

4
4
1

6
J

)

4
4
7

6

3

Sporls Science

4
4

4
4

4
4

5

4

5

4
5

4

Total 30 32 34 36 36 36

2.2. Mandarin Chinese Teaching inBudi Utarna Multilingual School

The cur.riculum applied during the experiment was the cun'iculum of 2013. As an education

unit, schools are allowed to teach Mandarin Chinese for grade 5 students up to 5

periods/sessions in a week. Each period/session lasts for roughly 35 minutes. However, the

school forms a learning unit, meaning it has the right to develop its o'lvn curriculum based on

the needs of the students. It precisely means that the school may reduce or add the number of
periods/sessions and/or the time duration of subjects belonging to Group B in Table 2.

Budi UtamaMultilingual School develops its curriculum and gives 7 periods/sessions of
Mandarin Chinese tbr 5th grade students. Each period/sessionconsists of 40 minutes. There are 3

Mandarin Chinese teachers, two of them being native Mandarin Chinese speaking teachers and

one of them being a local Mandarin Chinese teacher (Wilujeng, 2014). The component of
material and./ or language skills is listed in Table 3.

Table 3.Mandarin Teaching Composition for 5 Grade Students

T.ansuase Skills/ Contents Periods per Week Teacher

Mandarin Speaking
Chinese Culture
Mandarin Readins and Writing

J

2

Native
Native

2 Local

Despite this, Budi Utama is flexibly allowed to modiff the periods/sessions of teaching the
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sub-iect in Group B in Table2; however, the language skills listed in Table 3does not reflect L:c
needs of the students- Students encounter more language differences in r.vritin,e rather than orh*
language skills (Sutami, 2001)' Furlhermore, since students in Budi Utama are used to usi:.,gHanyu Pinyin, the experimentconsisted of both Chinese characters and Hanyu pinrra
According toSaville-troike (2006) learners' characteristic and circumstancescannot bc
neglected.

2.3.Online Comics
Pinkley (2010) explains about the development of children in different activiry tlTres

according to the multiple intelligence theory. Furthermore, those children who are stion_g u.
verbal-linguistics and visual spatial intelligences excel when they read comic book stories, leanwith picture cards, play with game boards, parlicipate in cooperative groups, workwith fipai
posters, graphic organizers, posters and collages. A research conducted byAram (2006) sho-.,rs
that a picture book is designed so that illustraiions are as impofiant as text when telling a sror.
Reading picture books to young people is seen as beneficiil for fostering language uiltiq,. t=
addition, Liu (2004) states that because comics are highly visual texts, they have been shou-n rr,be especially effective for increasing reading comprehension for second and/or addition,
language learners. Students have assessed comics positively, as they make the course rrorc
entertaining and make learning easier. They 

"un 
..d.r.. repetition and allow teachers to rul

classes without the need of textbooks. They also make reinetrbering words easier, promor.
creative skills and motivate students to leam. Figure I presents an example of an online comic.

2.4. Collaborative Learning
According to Barkely et al (2005), collaborative learring is based on the view tharknowledge is a social construct. Therefore, the contribution oi observing the collaborati'e

leaming can be divided into two aspects: academic and social (Liao,2014). Th.." are4 aspectsin collaborative learning, namely l) the leamers is the primary focus of instruction,2,l
interaction and "doing" are the primary importance, 3) working in groups is an irnportant modeof learning, and 4)structured approaches to developing solutiois tJreal-world problems shouldbe incorporated into iearning. While Tielm an (20121 mentions there are5 main collaborative
learning characteristics' They are 1) positive interdependence,2) individual acccuntability,3)
promoting interaction,4) interpersonar and sm-all-group skills, and5) g,";;;";;r;;;:-.-

In the academic domain, studies have found that collaborative learning benefits studentsin academic achievement, as well as positive attitudes toward the sublect matter, commitment toleaming, critical thinking, and probGm solving skills (Liao, 2006; wong &Abbruzzes e, 20rl;Huynh, Jacho-chaves, & self,2010; McDuff.,2otz;xie, zorl). in the social domain, studieshave foundthat collaborative learning sharpens and strengthens srudents' overall communicationskills, such as team working' emotional, and conflict resJution skills (Jarven oja&Jawela,2009;
Prichard; Stratford, &Bizo, 2006; yates, 20Aq.

i {li:lill *:,4

Figure 1: Example of
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III. METHODS

3.1. Design
The research design was

quantitative approaches have been

2nd International Seminar on Lingustic

based on the quasi-experiment design. Qualitative and

used to collect and analyze data.

3.2. Participants
There were three(3) classes of grade 5 students from Budi Utama Multilingual School

who participated into the experiment. Those students were divided into 1) control group',r'ho

created comics individually without internet resources, 2) individual comic groups who created

online comics individually, and 3) collaborative learning groups who created online comics

collaboratively.

3.3. Instruments
3.3.1. Comic Lesson Plan

The lesson plan is arranged based on the school cuniculum for grade 5 studentsand

Mandarin writing activity for lesson l.
3.3.2. Toondoo Online Comics

Mandarin.
The questionnaire was based on Lund (2001) Measuring Usability with the USE. There

were three dimensions: usefulness, satisfaction, and easiness.

3.3.4. Intervierv List
There were five (5) questions about the application of online comics and collaborative

learning.
3.3.5. PC Computers

There were eighteen (18) sets of computers which connected to the internet. On the

keyboard, the Simplified Chinese Language feature has been added to the language choice.

Toondoo (www.toondoo.com) is a free comic website which was used as a

in the leaming of Mandarin during the course of this research.

3.3.3. Questionnaire about Students' Attitude towards Applying Comics

3.4. Procedure
-{11 the classes took place between July 8'h and September 6'r'

two (2) periods/sessions of learningonce a week. Figure2 shows

data-

media source

in Learning

,2013. Each group received
the procedure in collecting

Figure 2: Procedure of Mixed Model
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3.5.Data Collection
There were two t)?es of data, quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative data

collected from the comic score creation of two teaching units and qualitatit'e data was
from questionnaires and interviews.

3.6.Data Analysis
The quantitative data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA. The qualitative

analyzed using the descriptive statistics analysis.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Comic Creation
Comics created by each group were scored based on a writing rubric (Jacobs et al, I

The final comics score stood as the dependent variable in a one-way analysis of variance.
4presents a summary of the one-way ANOVA on students' scores of comics'creation.

Table 4 shows that the groupingsfor creating comics was divided into 3 groups:
control group without internet support, the individual online group, and the collaborative
leaming groupand how they significantly differ in their creation of comics. This analvsb
followed by a post hoc analysis which is shown in table 5. This result depicts thar
collaborative online learning group'scomics' creation was mole outstanding than the
groups.

Table 4.One-wav Analvsis o Comic Creqtion

Source of Variation Sum of df Mean F
uares re

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

428.826
275.027
703.853

214.413
6.396

33.523

Lower Upper
Bound Bound

-2.8895

0.64286 0.92553 0.768 -1.6038 2.8895

-6.04464. 0.92553 .000*** -8.2913 -3.198

0.89415 .000rr*'r 4.517 g.g5g

6.04464. 0.92553 .000*'r* 3.199 8.2913

2

43
45

Note *p<.05 **p..01 xxxp<.}]1'

Table 5. Post Hoc Anct

(I) Students Group (J) Students Mean Std. Sig
Group Difference Enor

(I-J)

Tukey Control Individual -0.64286 0.92553 0.768
HSD Group Comics

Collaborative -6.68750- 0.89415 .000*** -8.858 -4.5t7
leamin

Individual
Comics

Collaborative
learning

Control
Group

Collaborative
leami

Control
Group

Individual
Comics

Note *p<.05 **p..01 ***p<.001
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f2. Students' Experience about Comics Learning
Students' experience about comics leaming is presented in Table 5. The table shou,s that

the students from the collaborative online comics leaming group presented the highest
4preciation on 3 dimensions of online comics. These students are the most satisfied towards
mline comics'activity and feel that the online comics are useful for them in learning Mandarin
Ctinese.

Questionnaire Dimensions
Control
(N:16)

Group Individual Collaborative
Comics (N:14) Learning (N:16)

SDMSDMSDM
The wlole questionnaire

Usefulness

F:siness Ease of Using

Ease of Leaming

Setisfaction

3.122

2.990

3.185

3.188

0.678

0.692

0.693

0.658

3.259 0.6s2

3.208 0.649

3.223 0.692

3.381 0.591

3.396 0.626

3.426 0.606

3.262 0.692

3.574 0.535

{3. Interview
Ieble Tlisted the interview reporl.
Ttble 7 .Inteniew Reports

Questions Individual
Comics
Group
(N:14)
Yes No

Collaborative
Lean-ring Group
(N:16)

Yes No
Ql. Can you create comics
using Toondoo?

Q2. Do you like create
comics using Toondoo? 100

Q3. Do you practice
Toondoo at home?

Q4. Do you like the

42

50
activitv?

Q5. If you are interested in
Toondoo, will you tell your
friends about it? How?

SSION

This researchwas aimed at investigating the clevelopment of Mandarin Chinese by
ing comics. The result shows that students from the collaborative learrring group who

online comics collaboratively showed the highest score. This means the online resource
collaborative activity significantly differentiated them from the other students who worked
vidually and without internet resources. This finding implies that working individually is not
at all, as there were some students who still got high scores. But on average those scoresdid

i exceed the scores from those who worked collaboratively. The internet resources through
dine comics' activity certainly made the students better developed in Mandarin Chinese.
locording to the NMC Horizon Report 2014 especially in the K-12 edition, it is strongly
rggested to bring authentic learning into classrooms by utilizing the benefitsof technology.

r00 100

100

25752971

44

25

54

75

50

58
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Consequently, teachers aseducators are supposed to create authentic learning, and in fu
prepare students for furlher education, career and citizenship. It should be underlined
NMC report of 2012 suggested that in the future, workplaceswould be everywhere and
therefore, students really need active learning. Furthermore, Saxena (2013) in Edtech
added that technologies often help educators to develop real-world settings 'scenari6',
means bringinglearning closer to the real world. Online learning is one of the tools
can use to support projects, simulation and reflection.

Since it is noted that students have smart phones, tablets, and computers at home,
school needs is to merge this resource into a Brilg Your Own Device (ByoD) activiq:
training in classroom activity, it is suggested that students continue the activity at home
make their own circle of online collaborative activities.

Indonesia has a high number of online app users and is actually fourth after the
India, and Brazil (Statistica, 2014). Indonesian educators should see this as an opportunity
can benefit learters through online learning, especially in language leaming such as M
Chinese as the devise provides the tools.

Collaborative activitiesdefinitely develop students'performances when leamingM
Chinese. This can be seen from how the student understands the instruction, job dilif
sharing the findings, discussion, and reflection. collaborative leaming does give
advantage not only academically, but also socially. This finding is underlined in some
researches done by Lrao,2006; wong &Abbruzzese,2011; Huynh, Jacho-Chaves, & Self,
McDuff, 2012; Xie, 201 1, Liao (2014)

The experience through comic learning satisfies students, more so the online method
internet suppofi. This implies that learning Mandarin Chinese through comics offers studen6
opportunity to express their ideas freely, starling fi'orn the ability to choose the shape.
ornament, and language. Students also adrnit that colnic leaming is also useful for ther
developing Mandarin Chinese. This finding strengthensSutarni (2007) that leaming M
Chinese for Indonesian leanters have specific challenges as we still use the Pinyin. Wheo
language support switched into Chinese characters, this really helps the students to ruiE
Chinese. while the students are online, they may check their spelling through google t
or other translation apps to support their activity. This also parallels France (2010) that
comics attract high school students to learr foreign languages. Somehow, France also menti
that online comics have some lirnited collection so that users cannot freely choose the
characters, the best pose, or mood to depict their ideas. These kinds of problems r.vere
encountered during this study, hor.vever, collaborative leaming seem to have been the solution-

Based on the results from the interview that showed that students from the collaborari
learning group will inform their friends and siblings about 'toondoo'online comics show
advantages in promoting online comics or other apps aaross neighborhoods. This is
promising opporlunity for educators to spread online learning.

V. CONCLUSIONSAND FUTURE RESEARCH

The Mandarin Chinese of the grade 5 students developed sharply and successfully for tb
collaborative learning group, individual comics group, and the control group. The coui
leaming satisfies the students and they feel the application is useful for them in learniq
Mandarin Chinese. Collaborative learning shows great advantages for the students as is shon
by their achievement in online comic activity.

There should be a new formula or study about how to help the students who still cennd
be involved in collaborative activity. Indeed individual learning also benefited the students, br1
collaborative leaming benefited them more.

Online learning should be promoted more as there are more and more students famitir
with gadgets, smartphones, computers, etc. Budi Utama Multilingual School as the pioneer i
Mandarin Chinese teaching may stand for the pilot project with other similar schools ir
developing Mandarin Chinese teaching in Indonesia.
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